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Residual complaints of patients two years after severe

head injury
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SUMMARY In a follow up study of 57 patients who had sustained a severe closed head injury, 84%
still reported some residual deficit in their psychological functioning after two years, with forget-
fulness being the most common complaint. Expressing the severity of the injury in terms of both the
duration of post-traumatic amnesia (PTA) and the extent to which previous work could be resumed
(RTW), principal components analyses showed that the occurrence of "impairment com-
plaints"-viz forgetfulness, slowness, poor concentration and inability to divide attention over two
simultaneous activities-was positively related to severity. The other complaints, which in the main
could be labelled as "intolerances" were not. The same pattern was found when the analyses were

based on deficits of the patients as they were reported by relatives. Severity was not appreciably
related to the total number of complaints. The correlation between PTA and RTW was 052,
indicating that with longer PTA duration, work is likely to be resumed at a lower level, or not at
all. Though Russell's cut-off of one week PTA to differentiate between severe and very severe
concussion appeared useful, in the present study a further cut-off point at the unlucky number of
13 days was considered.

The head-injured patient can be viewed as a relative
expert in the field of head injury, and examining his or
her complaints more fully can serve two goals: firstly,
a description of post-traumatic states cannot be com-
plete if the subjective aspects are neglected; secondly,
listening to the patient might be helpful in generating
hypotheses about the nature of the deficits, hypothe-
ses that can be tested within an experimental psycho-
logical framework. The studies to date indicate that
after head injury, people may mention a large variety
of complaints, such as headache, dizziness, poor
memory, poor concentration, fatigue, irritability and
anxiety. The majority of these investigations, how-
ever, have studied patients who had sustained minor
or moderately severe head injuries, with PTA
durations of up to a few days.1 The search for
stable combinations of complaints, which would jus-
tify the word "syndrome" has, however, not been
successful with such patients. Lidvall' used the word
"polymorphous" when describing the symptom pic-
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ture of patients who reported complaints lasting more
than two weeks after minor injuries.
A few studies on patients who had sustained severe

cerebral concussion are available. Oddy et al.'
described a group of 50 young adults with a PTA
exceeding 24 hours. When these subjects were inter-
viewed six months after their accidents, less than a
quarter of them claimed to be symptom-free. The
remaining patients reported the following complaints:
trouble remembering things (38%), often losing tem-
per (35%), becoming tired very easily (33%), having
difficulty concentrating when reading (29%), often
irritable (29%), often impatient (27%), often restless
(27%), and finding difficulty in becoming interested in
anything (21%). McKinlay et al6 studied psycho-
logical changes in patients after a severe head injury
by reviewing close relatives of 55 adults who had
suffered PTA for two days or longer. Interviews took
place at 3, 6 and 12 months after injury and on the last
occasion, six problems were mentioned with high fre-
quencies. These problems were: irritability (71%),
impatience (71%), tiredness (69%), poor memory
(69%), slowness (67%) and bad temper (67%). These
two studies clearly indicate that six or even twelve
months after a severe head injury complete recovery is
seldom the rule.
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One purpose of the present investigation was to
make an inventory of the situation two years after
injury, as well as to assess whether the complaints
most frequently mentioned would be similar to those
reported in other studies.' 6 A second purpose was to
relate the severity of injury to complaining. This
relationship has been studied in almost all of the
aforementioned investigations. Neurological signs
and symptoms in early stages after injury have been
correlated with complaints at follow-up, either with
the mere fact that complaints existed, or with the
actual number of complaints reported. While some-
times no relation was found,1 4 other studies showed
a positive relationship.2 3 In the study of 50 severely
injured patients carried out by Oddy et al,5 the num-
ber of complaints six months after injury showed a
weak but positive association with PTA (r = 0 30)
and time before return to work (r = 0 27). A negative
relation was observed by Miller7 who concluded that
one third of his patients seen for medico-legal assess-
ment had complaints indicating a neurotic disability
that was inversely related to the actual severity of the
injury. This "accident neurosis" disappeared as soon
as the compensation issue was settled. Kelly,9 how-
ever, pointed out that iatrogenic factors may play a
role in seemingly neurotic complaining, and the
finding about the effect of financial compensation was
not confirmed in later investigations.5 I0 11

In the present study, severity of injury is not only
expressed in the neurological measure PTA, but also
in terms of social outcome, that is the extent to which
previous work could be resumed (return to
work = RTW). Complaints will be correlated with
both PTA and RTW and, in addition, the usefulness
of the Russell dichotomy12 of severe versus very
severe concussions with 7 days as a cut-off point will
be evaluated on the basis of these data.

Methods

Subjects
Fifty-four males and seven females, admitted to the
Department of Neurology between September 1978 and July
1979 with a severe closed head injury were asked, during
their stay in the hospital, to participate in a neuro-
psychological follow-up study. All 61 agreed to take part.
The group contained no patients with depressed fractures of
the skull, since such patients are admitted to the Department
of Neurosurgery. Due to this selection process, aphasic
symptoms were rare in the acute stage and virtually absent
at the time of follow-up. Excluded from the study were
patients younger than 15 and older than 60 y, as well as
patients with a PTA of less than two hours. Duration of PTA
was defined as the interval from the moment of injury until
the return of continuous day-to-day memory.13 14 The end
of PTA for each patient was assessed by one of the authors
by means of a standardised questionnaire which was com-
pleted daily. Two years after the injury each patient was
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Table I Frequencies of residual complaints, expressed in
percentages, in a group of 57 patients questioned two years
after a severe closed head injury

forgetfulness 54
irritability 39
slowness 33
poor concentration 33
fatigue 30
dizziness 26
increased need of sleep 25
intolerance of glaring light 25
intolerance of noise 23
loss of initiative 23
headache 23
crying more readily 21
unable to do two things simultaneously 21
intolerance of bustle 19
depressed mood 19
more anxious 18
indifference 16

invited by post to visit the Department for the follow-up
interview and psychological assessment. Fifty-seven patients
responded, 51 men and six women. Their mean age at the
time of the injury was 26 6 y (SD 12 2 y, range 15-59 y). The
majority (93%) had been in PTA for at least one day, whilst
39 of the patients (68%) had a PTA of more than one week,
which rates as very severe concussion in the Russell
classification.'2 Mean PTA duration was 30 5 days (SD 36-5,
range 0-169 days) but the distribution was highly skewed,
the median being 22 0 days. For that reason a logarithmic
transformation was performed on duration of PTA before
using it in the statistical analyses.

Questionnaire
Residual complaints were assessed by means of a question-
naire consisting of 17 items. These questions were chosen on

the basis of the existing literature as well as on the authors'
own experience with head-injured subjects. Only questions
that clearly applied to the situation of all patients were

included. For example, a question about intolerance of alco-
hol was excluded as it was noted that many patients stop
drinking after a very severe cerebral concussion, often as a

result of a doctor's advice. The 17 questions that were finally
selected as being generally applicable are listed in table 1.
Patients were always asked to judge their present state in

relation to their functioning before the injury. Clearly head-
ache frequency after head injury by itself is not indicative of
headache frequency consequent to head injury. This point has
been stressed by Lidvall et al' who go on to suggest that
many of the controversies around the topic of post-traumatic
neurotic reaction may well have arisen from a failure to
distinguish between old and new complaints.

Special care was taken in phrasing the selected items. The
questions were framed in simple language, and often a dou-
ble formulation was used to ensure that subjects understood
what the investigator was asking. For instance: "Do you
have more trouble in concentrating or fixing your mind on
things, than you had before the accident?" The questionnaire
was filled out by the invesigator while interviewing the
patient. Each answer was scored simply as 0 or 1, a complaint
being absent or present.
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Residual complaints ofpatients two years after severe head injury

After completing the questionnaire, subjects were asked to
indicate the extent to which they had resumed their former
work or study. Answers were graded on the following
five-point scale, the variable Return to Work (RTW):

O = former work or study resumed without any changes
I = former work resumed, but with lower demands, for

example part-time or at a lower rate
2 = former work not resumed; working at a lower level
3 = working in a socially sheltered environment
4 = not working at all.

Two patients could not be scored. The other 55 patients were
distributed as follows on the scale: score 0-58%; score
1-13%; score 2-5%; score 3-7%; score 4-16%.

In the final part of the session patients were asked to
complete an extensive battery of tests. The aim of this testing
was to assess their present neuropsychological state. Results
of these tests will be published elsewhere.

Results

1. Frequencies of complaints
A large majority of the patients (84%) reported some

residual complaint. In table 1 the questionnaire items
are listed along with the frequencies of confirmation in
percentages. The items are rank-ordered according to
these frequencies. Forgetfulness was by far the most
frequent residual complaint. More than half of the
group confirmed the question: "Do you think that
generally speaking you forget more things now than
you did before the accident?" The items with the low-
est frequency of confirmation were questions relating
to emotional changes that may occur after head
injury.

2. The complaints in relation to PTA and RTW
A non-significant (Pearson) correlation of 0- 11 was
found between the total number of complaints and
PTA. The number of complaints correlated
significantly, but not appreciably, with RTW
(r = 0-29, p < 0O025). The correlation between PTA
and RTW was, however, substantial: r = 0 54
(p < 0 001).

Table 2 contains the correlations with PTA and
RTW for each single complaint. The overall picture
suggests that only complaints concerning some
impairments (forgetfulness, slowness and inability to
do two things simultaneously) are connected with
PTA and RTW, while the other complaints do not
appear to be related.
Two subgroups of patients, however, might have

obscured the actual relation between complaints and
severity of injury. Firstly, there may be patients who,
at first sight, appear to complain "too much". This
group could, however, consist of either anxious com-
plainers whose complaints have little to do with the
head injury per se, or on the other hand, of keen
observers who are able to detect subtle changes in

Table 2 Correlations between the presence of residual
complaints, duration of PTA, and level ofRTW in a group
of57 patients

PTA RTW

forgetfulness 0-54* 0-18
irritability 0 11 -0-08
slowness 0-32* 0.36*
poor concentration 0-16 0-21
fatigue 0-14 0-17
dizziness -0-18 0 04
increased need of sleep -0-25 -0-07
intolerance of glaring light -0 19 0 10
intolerance of noise 0-07 0-22
loss of initiative 0 01 0.19
headache -0-16 0-02
crying more readily 0-06 0-20
inability to do two things simultaneously 0.33* 0 56*
intolerance of bustle 0 04 0-21
depressed mood 0 11 0-26
more anxious -0-08 0-06
indifference 0-03 0 04
RTW 0-54 -

* = significant at p = 00 05 (two-sided)

themselves, changes which are not perceived by others
and which are not picked up by the available psycho-
logical tests. No objective method of differentiating
between anxious complainers and keen observers
seems to exist.

Secondly, some very severely injured patients who
lack insight into their own deficits may be present.
Such patients would complain "too little". It was pos-
sible to identify this group objectively using three tests
from the assessment battery, viz serial word learning,
recognition of previously seen faces, and visual reac-
tion time. Performance on these tests was contrasted
with the answers given to questions concerning "for-
getfulness" and "slowness". Using this procedure, five
patients who clearly complained "too little" were
identified and were excluded from any further anal-
ysis.

Table 3 contains the correlations between the ques-
tionnaire items, PTA and RTW for the selected group
of 52 patients. Comparing the first two columns of this
table with those of table 2, an increase in the cor-
relations with PTA and RTW can be noted for the
items "forgetfulness", "slowness", "poor concen-
tration" and "inability to do two things simulta-
neously". "Poor concentration" now shows a
significant correlation with RTW and PTA. The sug-
gestion that only impairment complaints are related
to RTW and PTA is therefore strengthened.

This proposition is clearly corroborated and
qualified, when a principal component analysis is per-
formed on the correlation matrix of table 3 (See
Note). The eigen-values for the first six principal com-
ponents were: 5 48, 2 32, 1-58, 136, 1-20 and 099.
Considering the so-called "scree criterion",13 and also
since PTA and RTW loaded appreciably on the first
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Table 3 Intercorrelations of residual complaints, PTA and RTW in a selected group of 52 patients

RTW 0.50*
FF forgetfulness 0.55* 0-26
IR irritability 0-12 -0 04 0-23
SL slowness 0.37* 041* 0-41 003
CO poor concentration 0 28* 0-27 0-46 0-39 0-29
FA fatigue 0-17 0-20 0-27 0-26 0-41 0-53
DZ dizziness -0-10 0-09 0-26 0-30 0-08 0-20 0-22
SP incr. need of sleep -0-27 -0-06 -0-10 0-21 0-17 0-20 0-32 0-12
LI intolerance of light -0-11 0-16 0-14 0-43 0-1 1 0-42 0-26 0-45 0-25
NO intolerance of noise 0-09 0-25 0-23 0-25 0-39 0-42 0-54 0-35 0-05 0-28
IN loss of initiative 0-11 0-26 0-29 020 0-25 056 040 0-18 0-29 0-32 0-32
HE headache -0-07 0 07 0-10 0-29 -0-04 0-27 0-30 0-18 0-29 0-42 0-21 0-03
CR crying more readily 0-07 0-23 0-10 0-29 0-34 0-27 0-40 0-18 0-29 0-32 0-32 0-46 0-35
TT inability two things 0.37* 0.62* 0-28 0-20 044 0-47 0-40 0-18 0-08 0-32 0-35 0-46 0-13 0-35
BU intolerance of bustle 0-05 0-24 0-07 0-44 0-19 0-32 0-44 0-32 0-11 0-36 0-28 0-16 0-16 0-28 0-39
DE depressed mood 0-24 0.34* 0-32 0-10 0-44 0-36 0-39 0-14 0-14 0-17 0-31 054 0-08 0-31 0-31 0-11
AN more anxious -0-08 0-07 0-02 -000 0-04 0-16 0-39 0-03 0-14 0-17 0-31 0-20 0-08 0-31 0-08 0-11 0-01
ID indifference 0-04 0-05 0-29 0-04 0-18 0-31 0-33 0-07 -0-05 0-21 -0-01 -0-13 0-35 -0-01 0-11 0-01 0-04 0-0=

PTA RTW FF IR SL CO FA DZ SP LI NO IN HE CR TT BU DE AN

* = significant at p = 0-05 (two-sided). Significances are indicated for the correlations in the first two columns of the table only.

two components only, these two components were
extracted for further rotation and interpretation. Fig-
ure 1 shows the results after a quartimax rotation. The
loadings on the two dimensions (factors) are given in
table 4. Factor 1, on which all questionnaire items
load positively, can be interpreted as a general "hav-
ing complaints" dimension. It will be referred to as the
Complaining factor. PTA and RTW have the highest
loadings on factor 2 (0-80 and 0-70 respectively), and
hence this dimension bears upon the severity of the
injury. It will be called the Severity factor. In fig I a

"dubious" area of loadings between 0-20 and 0-40 on

factor 2 has been delineated to discriminate com-
plaints with a definite relationship to severity from
those that have not. All four impairment complaints

.. ...
NO;.. .

Fig 1 Plot of table 4; principal components of PTA, RTW
and residual complaints. The analysis was based on inter-
correlations. The principal components (factors) were

quartimax rotated. For abbreviations see table 4.

lie above this area. The only other complaint that is
apparently also related to Severity is "depressed
mood". With the exception of "indifference" and pos-
sibly "anxiety", the complaints that are clearly
unrelated to the Severity factor (that is below the
dubious area) all exhibit an air of hypersensitivity to
the outside world. Accordingly, they can be labelled as
"intolerances". It is precisely these complaints which
have inspired many investigators to discuss post-
traumatic ailment in terms of neurosis. "Indifference"
and "anxiety" were atypical complaints (table 1) and
do not really fit in the two-factor solution; their load-
ings on both factors were very small.

Table 4 Principal components of PTA, RTW and residual
complaints as indicated by 52 patients The factors are
quartimax rotated; the intercorrelation matrix of Table 3
was used

loading on

FACTOR I FACTOR 2

PTA -0-13 0-80
RTW 0-14 0-70

FF forgetfulness 0-19 0-63
IR irritability 0-59 -0-03
SL slowness 0-25 0-66
CO poor concentration 0-61 0-42
FA fatigue 0-68 0-31
DZ dizziness 0-52 -0-03
SP increased need of sleep 0-51 -0-24
LI intolerance of light 0-72 -0-07
NO intolerance of noise 0-61 0-33
IN loss of initiative 0-51 0-38
HE headache 0-57 -0-17
CR crying more readily 0-60 0-16
TT inability to do two things sim. 0-44 0-62
BU intolerance of bustle 0-61 0-12
DE depressed mood 0-32 0-53
AN more anxious 0-33 -0-05
ID indifference 0-24 0-13

van Zomeren, van den Burg24
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Residual complaints ofpatients two years after severe head injury

Factor 2

PTA FFIRTW"CQ
SL

DZ' IN'

TT
FAO DE

IDS .0 HE

spe
AN.

*LI
BU

OCR

Fig 2 Principal components of PTA, RTW and residual
complaints as indicated by relatives of 18 patients. Plot of
the loadings; the components (factors) were quartimax
rotated.

3. A validation based on relatives' reports
Using the same questionnaire, relatives of 18 patients
were also interviewed to explore their view of any
residual complaints of the patients. Their responses
were analysed to find out whether their opinions
would relate in the same way to PTA and RTW as was

depicted in fig 1. Figure 2 shows the analogue of fig 1.
Despite the extremely small data set, and therefore
very unreliable intercorrelations, the same general
structure with respect to the Severity factor is appar-
ent. Factor I is not reproduced satisfactorily.

4. When is a closed head injury "very severe"?

In the well-known Russell classification'2 a PTA
duration of one week is used to differentiate between
a severe and very severe concussion. Having estab-
lished that the severity of the injury, as measured in
terms of PTA duration, is correlated with the occur-
rence of impairment complaints and with RTW, the
usefulness of this dichotomy can be evaluated. Below
the point of 7 days the frequency of the impairment
complaints should be relatively low, and above it
steeply increasing. A similar pattern should be
apparent with respect to RTW.

Figure 3 presents percentages and frequencies of
impairments. As can be seen, the one-week bound is
a reasonable one. After some trial and error, however,
a better cut-off in our sample could be found at a

higher PTA level, namely at the "unlucky" number of
13 days. The histograms shown in fig 3 were drawn in
such a way as to include both cut-off points, as well as
to ensure that each PTA-class would contain approx-
imately the same number of individuals. Noteworthy
is the sharp increase in the "forgetfulness" and "slow-
ness" complaints. The complaint about divided atten-
tion ("Do you have more trouble in doing two things

simultaneously, since the accident?") is not present for
PTA durations shorter than or equal to one week.

Table 5 shows the correlations of the four
impairment complaints and RTW with (a) PTA in
days, (b) PTA dichotomised according to Russell and
(c) PTA dichotomised according to the "unlucky"
number classification. As far as impairment com-
plaints are concerned, this latter classification not
only appears superior to the Russell classification in
this sample, but likewise to the continuous PTA vari-
able. Only a slight decrease in the correlation with
RTW arises from using the unlucky number
classification instead of PTA in days.

Discussion

Two years after the injury, 84% of the patients still
reported some residual deficit in their psychological
functioning. The five complaints most frequently
mentioned in the present sample (table 1) are in close
agreement with those reported by other investig-
ators,S 6whose studies covered follow-up periods of 6
and 12 months. Hence, unlike the polymorphous
symptom picture, presented by minor head injuries,'
severe head injury is characterised by rather typical
residual complaints. The fact that complaints about
memory were most frequent illustrates once more the
importance of using specific, standardised memory-
tests for the assessment of head-injured people. The
value of such tests has been convincingly demon-
strated in the last decade.14- 16 Likewise, the results
concerning mental slowness and inability to divide
attention over two activities are in agreement with
evidence on the reduction of information processing
capacity after head injury.``720 Though the com-
plaint relating to a divided attention deficit was not
very frequent, it did correlate highly with RTW (table
3) and was not present in patients with a PTA shorter
than 7 days (table 5). This finding can therefore be
considered to be clinically significant. At variance
with the layman's ideas, the headache complaint
showed a relatively low frequency.

Severity of injury was expressed in two ways:
duration of PTA served as a neurological index of
severity while RTW was interpreted as a social index
of severity. PTA appeared to be a reasonably good
predictor of a patient's chance to resume his former
work or study and this finding lends support to Rus-
sell's statement"2 that PTA is a sensitive and reliable
index of severity. The correlation of 052 found in the
present study is fairly satisfactory, particularly in view
of the fact that the variable RTW must comprise a
considerable amount of "noise". Whether a patient
can resume his or her work does not solely depend on
the degree of recovery. The nature of the previous
work, the willingness of the employer to adapt the
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Fig 3 Percentages andfrequencies of impairment complaints and RTW in relation to PTA. Each square in a histogram
represents one patient. A shaded square indicates that the patient endorsed this complaint, or in the case ofRTW, had not
resumed his or her former work. PTA classes are indicated with their endings, for example class 7 is the class of 3 to 7
days. For RTW (E) the numbers in the squares refer to the coding as described in the Method section, in which 4 indicates
that the patient is not working at all. Above the histograms, percentages of complaints are given in the broad PTA
categories according to Russell's classification (7 days) and to the "unlucky number" classification (13 days).
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Residual complaints ofpatients two years after severe head injury

Table 5 Correlations of three severity measures, based on
PTA, with the four impairment complaints and RTW

PTA Russell 13 day
in days dichotomy dichotomy

Forgetfulness 0 55 0-48 0 61
slowness 0-37 0-27 0-46
poor concentration 0-28 0 25 0 35
inability to do two things 0-37 0-38 0-42
Return To Work 050 0-40 0-44

working situation to the reduced abilities of the
patient, the degree of unemployment in the society as
a whole, as well as the motivation of the subject, all
play a role.
The total number of complaints did not correlate

appreciably with the measures for severity of injury.
When the individual items of the questionnaire were
examined, however, it appeared that complaints con-
cerning impairments were indeed related to PTA and
RTW, whereas complaints about intolerances were
not. Hence an important conclusion from this study
is, that PTA and RTW can only be considered as
unambiguous measures of severity in relation to com-
plaints patients make about cognitive impairment.
The question can be raised as to whether intoler-

ances in general should be considered as neurotic, or
at least as non-organic in origin. Before discussing this
point further, it must be stressed that these complaints
were not only characteristic of patients at the milder
end of the range of severity, but were presented by
patients with injuries at all grades of severity. Two
alternative explanations can be given for the absence
of a relationship between the intolerances and sever-
ity. Firstly, the possibility exists that certain aspects of
the head injury, not accounted for by PTA, are
responsible for the intolerances. Secondly, the absence
of a positive relationship might be explained by means
of the coping hypothesis. This hypothesis has been put
forward by Goldstein and Hillbom,2' 22 and has been
elaborated by van Zomeren et al.23 It states that "neu-
rotic" symptoms may result from a chronic effort by
the patients to compensate for their cognitive deficits.
This effort is an answer to the demands made by the
social environment and the patient's own standards.
Such demands are made specifically to those patients
who are not visibly handicapped and whose injuries
are not considered to be so severe as to prevent a

complete resumption of previous activities. When the
cognitive functions are not yet completely recovered,
the resulting stress may lead to intolerances as second-
ary symptoms, especially in the less severely injured
patients. The net effect in the sample as a whole may
be a zero correlation between complaining and sever-

ity of injury.
When residual complaints and RTW are used as

criteria, the Russell dichotomy of severe versus very
severe concussions appears to work well. This
classification was based on clinical experience and
though the empirical data presented here support its
usefulness, a somewhat better dichotomy was never-
theless found, with 13 days instead of 7 as the cut-off
point. Apart from sampling contingencies, it is possi-
ble that our criteria for marking the end of PTA were
more rigid than those applied by Russell. However,
we see no reason to assume such differences in scoring
PTA, and therefore a more optimistic explanation
may be offered. The Russell classification was derived
from clinical studies up to approximately 1960, while
the unlucky number dichotomy was based on the
complaints of patients admitted in 1978 and 1979. In
these intervening years, medical and psychological
care have been improved, and the shift from 7 to 13
days suggested in this study could well be a result of
these improvements.

We thank JMF ten Berge, WH Brouwer, G Collins,
BG Deelman, J Jackson, JM Minderhoud and RJ
Saan who contributed in various ways to this study.
Likewise, we are grateful to the patients who served as
subjects.

Note24 - 27

Some authors (for example Horst) have expressed res-
ervations with respect to the validity of factor analytic
methods with dichotomous data, that is on phi
coefficients. However, others have discussed the topic
without mentioning these doubts (for example Nun-
nally, p. 351). Extensive discussions are found in
Rummel (p. 303-305) and Ten Berge. The major point
is that the "yes" proportions p with which the dichot-
omous variables occur will differ, and thereby pro-
duce upper bounds to the maximally possible phi
coefficients (phi max) that may be much smaller than
1. Since, however, (1) the phi-max minus phi-found
values are considerable in this study, (2) the p values
are far from extreme, and (3) only the two major
principal components are used, a very distorted factor
solution is not to be expected on the basis of this
reasoning. Borgatta gives further empirical evidence
on the non-distorting effects of using phi coefficients.
Furthermore, the major use of the analysis performed
concerned the magnitude comparisons of the loadings
of complaints on the Severity factor. This is clearly a
continuous variable, since it is determined to a large
extent by the continuous variables PTA and RTW.
These loadings are point-biserial correlations and
possible distortions due to upper bounds will be slight,
given the p values and loadings found in the study.
Nunnally (p. 146) presents a relevant graph.
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